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Undoubtedly before many years pass the Capitulations
in Turkey will disappear by the same route by which the
exterritorial regime in Japan was allowed to depart, i.e.
by agreement of all nations having treaties.
It seems possible, however, only through the complete
secularization and nationalization of the Islamic law and
through the further habitation of the Ottoman courts,
so that non-Moslems may confidently and contentedly
come under such law and courts without having to sacri-
fice their customs and convictions and with reasonable
assurance of receiving fair and intelligent treatment.
When the law of a people is an integral part of its reli-
gion, as Eausas observes, it cannot be applied to those
who profess a different faith. The human right of lib-
erty of conscience, which is the most necessary of liber-
ties, is entitled to such consideration. In leaving to the
conquered Christians their laws and their judges, the
first khalif s gave Europe a grand example which Europe
has not always followed. Herein we find a theoretical
justification of the Capitulations. To it may be added a
practical justification.. When we impartially strike a
balance for and against the Capitulations, we must admit
that while they impose fiscal restrictions which Turkey
is justified in resenting, and which should be promptly
removed, they have had the happiest results for the
Ottoman Empire, as constituting the breach which has
admitted into Turkey the progress of civilization. As
 (2)	Customs   duties   not   exceeding   the   fixed   rate;   exemption   from
taxes such as excise, slaughter fees, Bidaat  (not provided by the Canon
Law), export duty, toll, and yasakkol (night watchman tax).
 (3)	Abolition of monopolies.
Tinder the circumstances the Foreigners are liable only for the following
taxes:
(a) Taxes provided by the Canon Law such as tithe and sheep taxes;
(fc) Taxes for landed properties;
 (c)	Customs duties not exceeding the fixed rate;
 (d)	Taxes for special services such as lighthouse and cleaning.
They are exempted even from principal taxes such as the profits tax
and the road tax.—E. G. M.

